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ISGF World Committee
Introduction
Welcome to our World Committee (WCom) Triennial Report.
This WCom has endeavoured to meet all of the actions set by the 2008 World
Conference (WConf), along with several other outstanding actions of the
previous WConf. As you read through, please think how your National Scout
and Guide Fellowship (NSGF) has met their commitments in the ISGF Action
Plan 2008 -2011. In the previous WCom a decision was made to bring all
operations and actions under their direct control and direction, which followed
into this WCom. This has resulted in a new packaging and image for the
ISGF with a better streamlining of processes. The WCom hopes that
Members have recognised these changes and made use of them.
The ISGF has faced some challenges during the last 3 years and, as we will
show, has come out stronger for the decisions that were implemented. With
this report we shall show that the ISGF has become a more visible
organisation which, in the WCom’s view, will be crucial in marketing the ISGF
as the premium organisation that supports WAGGGS and WOSM for years to
come.
Chapter III examines in detail how the WCom implemented the Action Plan.
Areas where we believe to have been successful include:
- balanced accounts for the Triennium
- the establishment of an International Projects Team to select, promote and
manage Projects with WAGGGS, WOSM and the general community
- tidying up the International Development Fund to show clear traceability of
funds going in and out
- establishing a modern way of communicating with our members and
future younger members whilst still meeting the needs of our long standing
members
- a closer working relationship with WAGGGS and WOSM at all levels, with
particular emphasis on the Regional level.
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I.

World Committee: composition, meetings, teams

During the triennium the composition of the WCom has been as follows:
Elected members:
Brett D. Grant Chairman
Anne Dupont
Vice-chairman
Members: Muftah Ajaj, Linda C. Bates, Abdelaziz Ben Saïd, Alès Cerin,
Harald Kesselheim, Rigmor Lauridsen, Paul Lokossou, Mario Sica.
Appointed members:
Liesbeth Lijnzaad, WAGGGS Representative;
Eric Khoo, WOSM Representative.
Ex-officio members:
Faouzia Kchouk, Secretary General; Anthony Florizoone, Treasurer;
Leny Doelman, Central Branch (CB) and Twinning Coordinator.
In the Triennium the WCom held the following meetings:
- Vienna, Austria, 26-28 August 2008;
- Brussels, Belgium, 16-22 March 2009;
- Tavernerio (Como), Italy, 15-21 March 2010;
- Tavernerio (Como), Italy, 14-19 March 2011.
The last meeting of the Triennium is scheduled for 22-24 September 2011 at
Villa Olmo, Como, Italy.
The WCom works in teams – by subject matters, and by Regions. The
present composition of the Teams is as follows (names printed in bold are
the Team Leaders; names printed in italics are volunteers outside the
WCom):
a) Subject matters
- Communication & PR
- External Relations (*)
- Finance
- Legal Matters
- International Projects

Rigmor, Leny, Faouzia, Ronald de R. Spierings
Brett, Mario, Anne
Brett, Muftah, Linda, Aziz, Anthony
Mario, Harald, Carol Bowen, Jean-François Lévy
Linda, Paul

(*) With WAGGGS, WOSM, UNHCR, European Union and other international
organisations.
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b) Regions
Africa
Arab
Asia Pacific
Europe
Western Hemisphere
II.

Paul, Rigmor, Martine Lévy
Muftah, Aziz, Anne
Brett, Harald, Bjørg Walstad
Rigmor, Anne
Linda, Mario, Juan Salazar

World Bureau

After the departure of Annick Eloy, (former Assistant to the Secretary
General) in 2005 and the consequent disastrous and unrewarding efforts to
replace her, the World Bureau sadly entered into a period of high turbulence,
until we finally recruited Mrs Cécile Bellet in April 2009. Cécile contributed to
help the World Bureau get out of this situation, thanks to her adaptability and
her prompt acknowledgment of her duties. This was made easy thanks to her
own efficiency, which you have already had the opportunity to witness, as
well as the Secretary General’s intensive and constant mentoring.
The World Bureau has been progressively forced to deal with multiple routine
administrative tasks (translation, mails transmission, small jobs-maintenance,
courier services) thus restraining its normal constitutional capacity for
initiatives and decision-making. Nevertheless the Secretary General’s
accrued knowledge on the various records and the wealth of information held
in the World Bureau on the work carried out by successive World Committees
have provided an important contribution to achieving the goals of
strengthening and development of the Organisation
III.

Implementation of Action Plan 2008-2011

The Action Plan is made up of directives from the WConf with actions for the
NSGFs and for WCom to undertake. Generally a main theme of the Action
Plan contains two or more actions by the WCom. The description here below
groups the actions under each main theme.
1. Attract younger adults (WCom was to: supply support material;
encourage younger adults to stand as candidates to the WCom)
WCom has:
- created a communications system that met the environment of the world
today and in the future by using media currently available
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- maintained an updated and interactive website (as from 7th July 2011 we
have had 148.682 visits to the website)
- created Facebook links with regular updates from the ISGF website
- published project reports with links to website pages to show the actions of
the ISGF
It also has:
- endeavoured to make the ISGF a better understood organisation and to
outline how a younger person (in comparison with the current average
age) can fit the responsibilities of being on a WCom with his/her other
commitments, so that younger members know what they would be
committing themselves to
- sent a circular inviting NSGFs to propose younger candidates for the ISGF
World Committee.
2. Make better use of ISGF website (WCom was to: ensure adequate
website administration; add features to the website)
WCom has:
- Made our website a focal point of the communication between the ISGF
WCom, the WB and the NSGFs as well as our membership in general, and
also many WAGGGS and WOSM members. New components were
installed by the webmaster, and regular updates by our content manager
have been ground-breaking in the history of the ISGF. The website also
includes translations into other languages by individual members to assist
other members around the world who speak that language: again, groundbreaking.
It also has:
- set up links to Facebook and Twitter; provided the opportunity to lodge
reports of camps and projects by our membership; established a closed
section for NSGFs Executives to be able to collect contact addresses and
reports, thus reducing printing and postage costs.
3. More information, interaction and transparency (WCom was to:
provide its own Agenda and minutes; circulate documents, including
through website)
WCom has:
- eased into the action of circulating the minutes slowly, as we needed to
adjust the amount of translation work done by the WB to the reduced
staffing hours;
- asked for inputs for its own agenda, with limited response from NSGFs;
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- circulated WCom minutes for the first time in the 58 years of life of the
ISGF, providing a very open and informative report of the WCom
meetings, with specific actions to be carried out by each WCom member
and the follow-up of each action at the subsequent WCom meeting.
Timeframes improved (the minutes of the 2009 meeting were circulated 10
months later; those of 2010 six months later, those of 2011 three months
later).
It also has:
- established an E-newsletter (ISGF Info) as the main tool for information,
inspiration and news from all levels in ISGF and particularly from the
WCom and the WB. The contents of the ISGF Info cover all areas and
topics that are relevant to the operations of the ISGF, including the
promotion of NSGFs conferences and gatherings. ISGF Info is sent
directly to National Presidents (NP), International Secretaries (IS),
Regional Committees, Regional Network Teams, Sub-Regional
Committees, WCom and WB. Members in these positions without an
email address receive the newsletter in printed version by normal mail
from WB. ISGF Info is also sent to WAGGGS and WOSM Bureaus at
world and regional levels as well as to ISGF Central Branch (CB) contact
persons. Those without such positions may also register for a subscription,
free of charge, and in that way will be kept updated on what is happening
in the ISGF;
- released the ISGF Info at regular intervals, including the Chairman’s report
several times a year;
- put on the ISGF web all produced documents, factsheets, guidelines etc.;
- developed a new form for the Annual Report by NSGFs which, coupled
with its exposure on the website, resulted in an increase of 22% of reports
received between 2008 and 2010; reported activities that can provide
inspiration to other NSGFs are put on the website.
4. Make ISGF better known (WCom was to: conclude arrangement with
WOSM on its presence at the Jamboree; provide common ISGF
signs; provide “for media” assistance, such as press release)
WCom has:
- concluded arrangements with WOSM and the Jamboree organisers to
ensure the ISGF presence at the WOSM World Jamboree in the form of a
booth organised and staffed by a number of ISGF members and
presenting the ISGF, in particular its support action for the youth members.
- undertaken the “common ISGF signs” action as a priority, as it was the
basis on which the WCom wanted to build our marketing plan; the
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-

-

-

-

Neckerchief (Scarf), Woggle and Badge were the main items selected,
designed, sampled and manufactured, the concept being that no matter
where a member was or what uniform he/she wore, as long as he/she
wore the Neckerchief to international functions he/she (and consequently
the ISGF) would be recognised; success of this action can be seen by how
fast members have purchased the Scarf and the number of events it is
being worn at.
designed and standardised ISGF documents to show the ISGF logo and
contact information in a uniform manner, and released information to
explain the specific colours and use of the ISGF logo as well as a standard
text font.
recommended to ISGF structures the use of an e-mail address with the
domain @isgf.org in line with the address for the ISGF website
(www.isgf.org), with the result that several teams, WCom members and
the WB now have such an address
produced a document called “Why belong to the ISGF?” to allow our
members to give a uniform response when asked questions.
tried on two separate occasions to collect photos of local ISGF members in
action through requests in the ISGF Info, without success.
provided information and editing services through the WB and the
Communication & PR Team to supply, as requested; regular updates on
our website of NSGFs and CB actions as well as reports of our assistance
to WAGGGS, WOSM and community projects offer the best recourse for
local media productions.
updated the ISGF leaflet which the NSGFs and CB groups can make use
of for their press releases.

5. Be part of the family (WCom was to: provide possibility for
publishing invitations, and publish a calendar of events; provide
possibilities for twinning, including through the website; provide
tools and learning materials)
WCom has:
- actively promoted events and gatherings from NSGFs and CB groups
when they were made available to us through the ISGF website, by
sending the information to the WB for release; invitations were listed in the
calendar of events on the website and references made on our Facebook
page; this is a work in progress and has shown a positive acceptance from
the membership so far
- continued to publish and further improved the calendar of events on the
website
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- recommended to NSGFs and to CB groups to open their events to all
members worldwide.
It also has:
- continued to promote Twinning through the action of the Twinning coordinator; this has resulted in 66 Twinning requests for the Triennium, or
about the same level as the previous triennium. Facebook has seen a big
growth, nearly 3,000 members, in personal modern Twinning. There are
now a number of Scout and Guide members who follow the ISGF progress
as well as communicate with us and other Scout and Guide members on
this site (one email alone from a Cub Leader in the UK drew 75 responses
from around the world).
- put several articles in the ISGF Info and links to the ISGF website to better
connect our membership; Facebook has seen the biggest growth in the
virtual networking; contact details and links to NSGF and CB websites
have been developed to better update members on who to contact as well
as who the key contacts are, including establishing their own Facebook
pages. Twitter, being a current communication method of younger people,
is developing and will play a key role in communicating what is happening
in the ISGF, eventually on a day-to-day basis.
IV.

Implementation of World Conference 2008 Recommendations and
WCom commitments

1. Recommendation: That, in line with its stated aims, the main priorities of
the International Scout and Guide Fellowship for the triennium be:
To give specific and practical support for the development projects and work
of WAGGGS and WOSM
Several different actions took place to achieve this objective.
The Chairman made a personal visit to both the WAGGGS and WOSM World
Bureaus to establish a better line of communication.
Communication was also established at Regional WAGGGS and WOSM
levels to obtain a closer knowledge of the support needed for the youth.
The process of donating a predetermined lump sum to WAGGGS and WOSM
each year was changed to giving funds for specific projects up to that
amount.
The International Development Fund was restructured to give a clearer
picture of income and expenses and provide a better traceability of the
Members’ contributions.
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An ISGF International Projects Team was started and two WCom members
were tasked to handle the requests. The IP Team was promoted at
WAGGGS and WOSM Regional Conferences. WAGGGS and WOSM were
invited to present specific projects which were advertised through the ISGF
Info and on the ISGF website for all Members to be able to give support to.
To date there are several projects supported by the ISGF, NSGFs and
individual members. Reports of them can be seen on the ISGF website as
well as, for some of them, on the WAGGGS and WOSM websites.
This is a rapidly developing area. As NSGFs become better acquainted with
the process of the IP Team collecting projects from WAGGGS and WOSM
and of the WB promoting the projects, they will become more involved and
will be able to directly support international projects, being assured of the
traceability of funds they provide.
2. Recommendation: That, in line with its stated aims, the main priorities of
the International Scout and Guide Fellowship for the triennium be:
To target countries which have well established Guide and Scout
organisations to enable them to set up ISGF organisations for adults.
First we have tried to document what the ISGF is in a clear and simple way:
how our structure works and that we are an organisation with very few levels.
We have worked on our image, so people could relate to the ISGF as they
have seen us at events. We have tried to build the foundations of a common
identity for future members worldwide to relate to. We have funded some
projects (about fifteen) and Scout and Guide activities so people could have a
feel of the type of support we give.
In 2009-2010 the WCom carried out an information drive involving some 30
countries having a WOSM membership of 10,000 or more, or a combined
WOSM-WAGGGS membership of at least 15,000, and not being ISGF
Members (though some of them had CB members). The aim of the action
was to provide these countries with some basic information about the ISGF:
the Scout and/or Guide Organisations of these countries received a letter
pointing out the advantages for the country of becoming an ISGF Member
and, in case the country had CB members, pointing out their existence. The
letter was accompanied by the ISGF leaflet, an ISGF fact sheet, and excerpts
from basic articles from the ISGF Constitution. This action was followed up by
the WCom Regional Teams. We received numerous acknowledgements, and
two recipient countries (Burkina Faso and Zambia) are likely to be admitted at
this World Conference, while four or five others, such as the Maldives, are on
the verge of membership.
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3. Recommendation: That the World Committee, in the future way of work,
seeks the practical help and sponsorship of the member organisations in
fostering its aims.
The WCom has repeatedly appealed via our ISGF Info for practical help and
sponsorship of NSGFs in the following fields: translation (a team in each
country); website (webmasters and web-designers); building a photo archive;
sharing knowledge about marketing; younger adults (best practices); lifelong
learning; items for sale (share knowledge). To facilitate help from NSGFs,
translations were made of different documents and placed on the website.
Projects sourced from WAGGGS and WOSM were split into smaller amounts
to spread the burden over several contributors.
Whilst initial contacts with NSGFs provided limited support or even no
response, as time went on a few individual members stepped in to assist. In
particular the WCom consulted them on draft documents in view of the final
version.
4. WCom commitments: That over the next 3 years the World Committee
will give consideration to the larger organizations that at the moment pay a
high percentage of our fees so that an equitable way of levying fees can be
found.
That the WCom will consider identifying a percentage of ISGF collected fees
to ensure the development of Youth Projects in WAGGGS and WOSM.
Based on the WCom commitments taken in front of the Conference,
consideration of the fee system has been given a lot of thought over the last
triennium, and two documents were produced and released over the last two
years covering this topic. Options have been presented to the NSGFs for a
decision to be taken at this WConf. A feedback has been asked for, so
NSGFs could better address this topic and come better prepared. The WCom
has decided to propose to extend the present system with an indexation of
6% across the board to account for inflation (the real inflation during the
triennium has neared 10%). The WCom would like to leave the decision to
the Conference on the possible introduction of a ceiling (maximum
contribution to be paid by a single Member).
The WCom endeavoured to place a percentage of the membership fees into
the International Development Fund and specific membership recruitment for
the triennium. However, faced with very unfavourable prospects deriving from
the announced withdrawal of the UK TG (ISGF’s largest organisation by
membership), the WCom decided only to place any surplus from the budget
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into the ID Fund, and consider the said percentage only within the limits of
this possible surplus.
V.

Website

The ISGF webmaster (Ronald de Rosa Spierings) and Leny Doelman
(content manager) are responsible for our flagship website. The Joomla
website started 01 June 2008 and has to be monitored all the time in order to
avoid unwanted messages. Updates of the open source content management
system (CMS) Joomla are being installed on a regular base and also new
modules and components. Thanks to this action and Team we have saved
around 2,000 Euros a year compared to the old website.
Our World Bureau submits the directories such as the WCom/Region/NP/IS
list. For getting privileged access to certain documents the NP and IS and
WCom need to login. Up till now only 51 persons from a total of 134 with a
login have ever logged in.
Keeping the content on our site updated frequently is equally important, as no
one wants to keep reading the same contents over and over again. It is very
important to send articles, reports etc. for the website accompanied with an
active photo.
The content manager has edited and published 170 articles with photos after
our Word Conference in 2008 and also added various photo galleries of
events. All translations into French are done by Martine Lévy.
VI.

Central Branch

The World Committee 2008–2011 appointed Leny Doelman as ex-officio to
continue the job as CB co-ordinator until December 30, 2011.
Duties for Central Branch in the period 2008 – 2011:
Issuing two CB Newsletters a year in English and French (Anne Dupont
takes care of the translation into French)
Updating the CB census
Collecting CB news from CB countries for publication on the ISGF website
Updating the Guidelines of the CB Coordinator
Attending the annual WCom meetings
Informing the WCom on the development of the CB
Maintaining correspondence with contact persons of CB and individuals
Producing and issuing 380 CB membership cards.
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Below an overview of CB as at 23 May 2011, for a total of 951 members in 39
countries.
Argentina
Aruba
Azerbaijan
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
(Agnes B-P TG)
Canada (ACF)
Cape Verde
Chile
Congo (BZV)
Costa Rica
Cuba
Ecuador
Iran
Israel
Japan
Kenya
Liberia
Malawi
Maldives

61
1
42
4
15
2
4
130

Nepal
Nicaragua
Peru
Philippines
Rwanda
South Africa
Sudan
Surinam

15
8
2
1
31
60
4
38

17
2
19
1
1
6
42
1
41
3
27
9
4
46

Tanzania
Taiwan
Togo
Trinidad & Tobago
Turkey
Uruguay
USA (CASEGHA)
USA (Cuba)
USA (B-P guild)
USA individuals
Venezuela
Zambia
Zimbabwe

25
2
12
1
1
20
92
26
13
41
17
65
1

The rise of new media has increased communication very rapidly. Networking
became much easier and becoming member of ISGF is now much quicker
thanks to the exposure of our Facebook discussion group. Juan Salazar from
Chile was appointed as liaison officer in Latin America so he could approach
the potential CB countries in Latin America in their own language: as a result,
more countries in that region joined the ISGF. CB members were also invited
to National and (Sub) Regional gatherings and they learned a lot about the
functioning of the ISGF. Also a transparent and user-friendly website helped
them to join and enjoy their membership.
Existing CB groups in Burkina Faso and Zambia are on the doorstep to
become a NSGF, while others like Argentina are working very hard to fulfil the
requirements.
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VII.

Twinning

The principle of Twinning is to establish contact between members of NSGFs
and CB. It opens doors and members learn more about each other country
and culture and also exchange of ideas and activities.
Leny Doelman, responsible for Twinning in combination with of her task as
Central Branch & Twinning Coordinator, has received 66 Twinning requests
and 66 Certificates during 2008-2011. All records of twinning at NSGFs as
well a total overview of all the records of Twinning can be found on the
website. In total we have now 1273 records of Twinning since it started after
17th World Conference, Coventry, UK 1987.
A Friendship card has been produced and can be used to start Twinning. It
has proven a great success during the 2009 and 2010 gatherings. Such a
card will be included in the World Conference 2011 bag. Guidelines for
Twinning are published on the website under Twinning.
Since 1 January 2011 the Twinning Coordinator can be reached via
twinning@isgf.org
VIII.

Finance

The outcome of this Triennial Report on finance has its beginnings in the
previous WCom actions. The accounts were dissected and broken up for
visibility and traceability so the WCom could better direct funding to where it
was most needed. Known expenses that came up every 2 or 3 years were
planned for by spreading them over the 3 years of the WCom term of office,
in order to avoid large expenditures in a single year and not to exceed the
income from our membership fees that year. We were also able to find out
areas in which savings could be made by our cost-saving actions or in which
more funding was required to meet our responsibilities. The success of this
action can be seen in how closely the expenditure can be matched to our
budget. This micro- management has allowed the WCom to operate the ISGF
only from our membership fees, including showing a surplus on a number of
years. In turn this enabled us to free the ID Fund to show a clearer
expenditure on Projects only, and even to look for a percentage of the
membership fees to the ID Fund and a separate membership development
budget.
From the Financial Report you will see an accumulation of funds. This is
because we have not yet committed money set aside, or the money
committed has not been drawn on, owing to the timeframe of the project it
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was allotted to. This money has not been spent elsewhere or for other
reasons.
The only shortcoming in our actions was not being able to release our
Financial Reports yearly. This had its origins in the fact that we use
volunteers to produce and audit our accounts at no cost to the ISGF. The
WCom apologises for any inconvenience this has caused and asks for your
understanding. We are confident, however, that in the end our Financial
Reports show that the WCom has met the expectations of our membership.
During the last 3 years the WCom has released two new fundraising actions.
One to help build the ID Fund and the other one first to support the growth of
NSGFs whose membership has fallen below the minimum constitutional level,
and secondly the development of new NSGFs.
In all its meetings the WCom has examined the problem of NSGFs not paying
their fees regularly. The “bad debtors” question is serious because they
account for more than half of the ISGF Members (37 in March 2011, though
some traditionally pay before the World Conference for fear of forfeiting their
right to vote) and because it absorbs many energies of the Treasurer and the
WB. The problem is caused sometimes by currency restrictions, sometimes
by lack of resources. The WCom appointed a team of three of its members,
which submitted a series of recommendations:
- the WB will keep a list of bad debtors, submitting it to every WCom
meeting;
- NSGFs having currency problems shall be supported by a WB letter to the
competent authorities;
- NSGFs not having financial resources shall be encouraged to:
a) make use of the World Market at Conferences to sell their handicraft
and make money
b) look for sponsors in their country among former Scouts and Guides
c) look, with the assistance of the WB, for NSGFs which would sponsor
them.
A resolution will be submitted to the Conference on these points.
IX.

Stamp Bank

As the Stamp Bank is one of the main contributors to the ID Fund, it is very
important that more NSGFs and CB groups take part in it. The WCom has
therefore decided to ask the NSGFs that at the moment are active in the
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Stamp Bank to share ideas and knowledge with the rest of our organisation.
A network between the present active NSGFs and CB groups will be
established. The number of letters sent by postage is going down worldwide –
and then the interest from stamp collectors will grow! To encourage our
individual members to start collecting used stamps to be sold to stamp
collectors associations, stamp shops and so on and to inspire the NSGFs and
CB groups to organise a Stamp Bank in their country the WCom has decided
to have an exhibition about “how to do” at the World Conference in Como. All
the NSGFs and CB groups will also receive a CD-Rom with ideas and
inspiration.
X.

WAGGGS and WOSM Events

A WCom member has represented ISGF at the following WAGGGS and
WOSM events:
WAGGGS Regional Conferences: European Conference (Brussels,
Belgium); Arab Conference (Beirut, Lebanon); Asia Pacific Conference
(Maldives); Africa Conference (Madagascar); Western Hemisphere
Conference (Lima, Peru).
WOSM Regional Conferences: African Scout Conference (Accra, Ghana);
Interamerican Scout Conference (Panama City, Panama); Arab Scout
Conference (Khartoum, Sudan); European Scout Conference (Brussels,
Belgium); Asia Pacific Scout Conference (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia); Eurasia
Scout Conference (Batumi, Georgia).
The WCom decided to give priority to the presence of ISGF at WAGGGS and
WOSM Regional Conferences. At some conferences the ISGF representative
had the opportunity to take the floor and speak to all the participants and at
some conferences ISGF was offered a small exhibition area. At all the
conferences the ISGF leaflet was distributed.
At such regional conferences the WCom representative has a huge chance to
get in contact with most WAGGGS and WOSM Member Organisation
(MO/NSO) in the region, to meet its International Commissioners (IC), and if
in the country in question there was a NSGF or CB members and the IC was
not aware of it, to inform her/him fully, including on ways in which ISGF can
support WAGGGS and WOSM at international, national and local levels.
Based on such contacts there has been a better communication and
cooperation between the MO/NSO and the NSGF/CB in several countries.
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Furthermore the WCom representative has been able to encourage the
NSGF/CB to have closer contact with the MO/NSO and, if resources – human
and financial – permitted, also give more support to it at national or local
levels.
At the same Conferences meetings took place with various executives of
WAGGGS and WOSM in the regions on co-operation and projects.
To keep an overview of such contacts the WCom established a document on
the closed part of the website.
XI.

ISGF events

A WCom representative took part in the following ISGF events:
Regional Gatherings/Conferences in 2010: Arab Regional Conference
(Amman, Jordan); Europe Region Conference (Agia Napa, Cyprus); Africa
Region Gathering (Lusaka, Zambia), Asia-Pacific Region Gathering (Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia).
Sub-regional Gatherings in 2009: West-European Gathering (Dundee,
United Kingdom); Mediterranean Gathering (Tavira, Portugal); Nordic-Baltic
Gathering (Åland, Finland); Central Europe Gathering (Constanta, Romania).
Other events: European Forum in Grossarl, Austria, in 2009 and 2010,
where some WCom members gave a presentation on the evolution and
policies of the ISGF; West Africa Consultative Meeting (Porto Novo, Benin),
where leaders from five ISGF countries in West Africa met to discuss a
strategy for the growth of ISGF in that sub-region; 2nd Workshop of the
European Region (Kutna Hora, Czech Republic); 3rd Workshop of the
European Region (Lübbenau, Germany).
N.B. WCom members as a rule participated in ISGF sub-regional events at
their own expenses.
XII.

Development and projects

- Action towards getting new Members for the ISGF has been unremitting
during the triennium.
- Delegates from Israel have been contacted during Med 2009 (Tavira,
Portugal), and further contacts took place in 2010.
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- At WOSM’s African Regional Conference in Accra contacts have been
taken with the delegates of Gabon, Chad, Niger, Cameroon, Burundi,
South Africa, Mauritius, Togo and others.
- WCom participation in the 1st Gathering of Caribbean sub-region
(Curacao) resulted in Aruba and Surinam becoming new CB Members.
- As a follow-up on the Scout & Guide Spirit Flame we approached Kenya
and Ethiopia. In Kenya there has been a CB group for several years.
Contact has been made in the Nyeri area with adults who seem to be
interested in starting a Local Scout and Guide Fellowship. In Ethiopia a
committee has been established with the intention of building a NSGF.
- A WCom member took part under another cap in the WOSM World
Conference in Curitiba, Brazil: he had further contacts with Ethiopia, and
tried to take forward the establishment of NSGFs in Japan and Argentina,
building on our present CB groups.
- Pioneer work was carried out at WOSM’s Eurasia Regional Conference in
Batumi, where the nine delegations present (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Ukraine)
received a first information on the ISGF. Our organisation is not present in
those countries, with the exception of our 42 CB members in Azerbaijan.
Other actions concerning development are described in chapter IV.2 above.
- The Burundi Project (2008-2010) was carried out in partnership with the
Burundi Girl Guides and with the co-operation the UNHCR. It was
promoted and followed-up during gatherings and conferences, 2008 to
2011. About 9,000 Euros were collected from various NSGFs. School bags
were handed over to 1,000 pupils in December 2010.
- The ISGF is participating in the European Year of Volunteering 2011, a
European Union programme, in particular in four working groups engaged
in drafting a “Quality” legal framework (meetings in Budapest and
Brussels).
XIII.

International Ambassadors Guild

The Ambassadors Guild, formerly a Foundation dating back to 1997, decided
in 2008 to move the seat from Geneva to Brussels. A new Constitution for this
body – now called International Ambassadors Guild (IAG) – was necessary to
transform it into a Non-Profit Association and to register it under Belgian law
as an “Association Internationale Sans But Lucratif”, or “a.i.s.b.l.”.
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The Founding Members of the Association carried out a series of contacts
with the WCom, which resulted in certain amendments to be introduced into
the text, whereupon the WCom was able to approve it. According to the
Constitution, the purpose of the IAG is to contribute to the development of
Scouting and Guiding throughout the world, by providing financial support to
projects initiated by the IAG itself or chosen on the basis of proposals
submitted by the ISGF or other international organisations. The IAG
Constitution provides for a full member of IAG appointed by the ISGF WCom
and for a member of the Board appointed by the General Assembly of IAG
upon the nomination by the WCom.
The transfer to Brussels will ensure a better understanding and a closer cooperation between the ISGF and the new Association. The WCom has also
concluded an agreement with the IAG for the use by the latter, under certain
conditions, of the ISGF Logo and postal address.
XIV.

Extraordinary situations

During the triennium the WCom had to cope with an unprecedented number
of major crises that demanded a lot of time and efforts.
Despite the most serious attention by the WCom, two of these crises resulted
in two Founding Members, the UK TG and the Netherlands, withdrawing from
our World Fellowship. While this has been a very sad occurrence, it does not
herald, in our view, a decline of the ISGF. The two cases are entirely
unrelated with each other and result more from internal evolutions in the two
Members concerned than from the action or inaction of the ISGF.
The UK TG had been showing increasing uneasiness about their ISGF
membership since 1998. They made a number of requests in a number of
letters that they addressed to the WCom. They also presented resolutions
which were approved by the 2008 World Conference. The WCom acted on
most of these requests and resolutions in the timeframe allotted to them,
namely before the subsequent World Conference. Nevertheless the UK TG
said in their follow-up letters that they did not receive satisfactory responses.
In January 2011 they took the decision to withdraw (communicated to the
WCom in January) and, when the WCom acted, they said it was too late and
the decision to withdraw could be neither negotiated nor cancelled. The
WCom – and for sure the whole ISGF – cannot but express profound regret
at this withdrawal. We can only hope that, one day, the leadership of the UK
TG may reconsider this decision and that, in the meantime, individual
members of the UK TG that want to pursue an international fellowship
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dimension with the ISGF will decide to join the remaining UK Member, the UK
ASA, which has announced its intention to change its name and constitution
to allow for this evolving membership (it will become the “United Kingdom
Adult Scout and Guide Alliance”, or UK ASGA). Annex 1 contains greater
details about this question.
The Netherlands was in 1953 a Founding Member of IFOFSAG. In 2004 our
NSGF accepted to merge with the National Scout and Guide organisation
Scouting Nederland (SN). Our adults became a section of SN called
Plusscouts which enrolled automatically all members of SN not being
Leaders, Commissioners or the like. The Plusscouts section was not selfgoverning and had no autonomy whatsoever: they were led by a small team
appointed by the national leadership of SN. In 2009 the leadership of SN, for
reasons which are still not clear, decided to do away with the national
Plusscouts team, thus removing all structures of the Plusscouts section and,
therefore, suppressing the NSGF. All contacts with them to find a solution for
a new NSGF within or without SN failed. At the end of April 2011 the WCom,
faced with the de facto disappearance of the NSGF, decided to suspend the
Plusscouts and submit the question to the World Conference.
On its side the SN annual meeting decided on 18 June 2011 to leave the
ISGF. Henceforth, unless SN authorises the existence in the Netherlands of a
new NSGF, Dutch adults who want to remain in touch with the ISGF (there
are several hundreds of them) can only be members of the CB. Annex 2
provides more details on this question.
Another controversy which is still open concerns Canada. In this country for
very many years the ISGF was represented by the Canadian Fellowship of
BP Guilds (BPG), a very active and generous NSGF which hosted the World
Conference at Vancouver in 2002 and made several contributions to the ID
Fund and international projects.
In more recent years two other adult societies appeared in Canada: the
Agnes Baden-Powell Trefoil Guild Fellowship (ABPF) and the Amicale
Canadienne Francophone (ACF).
In the years 2002-2004 the WCom decided to accept the members of these
two bodies as members of Central Branch (CB). The WCom also decided that
this status, which was obviously at variance with the rule that prohibits CB
members in countries where there is a NSGF, would be reviewed in 2007.
During the triennium the WCom worked out and submitted to the Canadian
parties a solution for a consolidated Canadian Member to be formed by three
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components: the present Canadian NSGF, the ABPF and the ACF. This
solution was accepted by the last two components, but rejected by the NSGF,
which insisted on simple adhesion of members or individual guilds from the
other two societies to the BPG. Annex 3 provides details on this question.
A question which was successfully resolved was the relationship of our world
organisation with WOSM. This relationship, which for over half a century had
proceeded in a smooth atmosphere of brotherhood and co-operation, had
recently become blurred largely because of a series of misunderstandings
that had led WOSM to believe that the ISGF wanted in some way undercut it
or compete with it, in particular concerning ISGF’s status with some
international organisations, the terminology it used – in which WOSM saw a
confusion of roles and responsibilities - and the management of adult
resources. Perhaps this WOSM attitude may also have been due to imprecise
expressions used in some unofficial ISGF papers. Consequently the World
Scout Committee postponed renewal of ISGF’s Consultative Status, making it
(and ISGF’s presence at the World Jamboree) conditional upon the
clarification of the above points.
A meeting took place in Geneva on 14 June 2011 between representatives of
the two organisations: it resulted in their agreeing on the text of a Joint
WOSM-ISGF Statement (Annex 4) to be signed by the Chairmen of the two
World Committees.
We want to underline the importance of this paper, which puts an end to all
controversies and contains an agreed description of the missions of the two
world organisations.
We also want to state very clearly that the clauses of this statement that
might look like concessions on our part are in fact only the confirmation and
clarification of the line of co-operation with and support of WOSM (and
WAGGGS) invariably maintained by the world organisation of adults since the
founding of IFOFSAG in 1953.
On each of these situations the WCom might present a draft resolution.
XV.

Legal Team

During the last three years we continued to put our “legal house” in order. It is
important that we keep our World Constitution as a clean, clear and readable
text, in both ISGF official languages. We carried out the formal review of the
text of the Constitution as authorised by the 2008 Vienna Conference: the
reviewed Constitution became effective from November 1st, 2009.
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In the course of the review we came across a few clauses that in our view
needed to be amended. These amendments were substantial and could not
be introduced into the text by the World Committee, as this would have been
beyond the remit given to the World Committee by the 2008 Conference: they
are submitted to the 2011 Como Conference for discussion and possible
approval.
We also contributed to the review of the Europe Region and the Arab Region
Constitutions, as well as to those of the Central Europe and Nordic-Baltic
Sub-Regions.
The World Committee also continued the review of national Constitutions,
starting from, but not limited to, the NSGFs applying for Membership. National
Constitutions, quite naturally, reflect a wide variety of national and legal
cultures and specificities. Our aim is to safeguard our identity as a world
organisation and to make our International Scout and Guide Fellowship more
coherent. For instance, all national Constitutions should reflect the Mission,
Vision and values we approved for the ISGF as a whole. At this time, not all
of them contain the three basic aims of the Mission we set for ourselves at
Lillehammer in 2005 (1. active support of youth Scouting/Guiding; 2. service
within the community; 3. continuous personal development). We ask all
NSGFs to carry them out in practice – and, therefore, the first step should be
to put them in their national Constitution.
Summing up and thanks
It takes a lot of work behind the scenes to have an organisation of the size of
the ISGF function effectively. Key in our network is having a central body to
collect and issue information. For this we have our World Bureau whose staff
needs to be multi-skilled to deal with all of our different communications. Then
we have an effective WCom that processes the information, takes the
necessary decisions and hands back to the WB what needs to be reported
on. Other members support the WCom in ex-officio roles with their specific
expertise. Finally there are the individual members who step in to share some
of the load.
As your representative and Chairman of the ISGF World Committee, on
behalf of all of the membership I wish to thank everyone who has committed
to make this a tremendous and successful three years.
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Annex 1
The withdrawal of the UK TG
Over the years, starting from 1998, and in spite of occasional laudatory
remarks (“The ISGF is a brilliant concept”, “we feel strongly that an
international framework such as the ISGF is very important”, “it has a lot to
offer many people around the world and, as such, serves a very useful
purpose”), the UK TG had made repeated criticisms of the ISGF:
- Membership fees. The UKTG wanted to renegotiate these fees, as they
felt they were paying too much. Until 2005 there was a deal whereby they
paid 100% fee for first 10,000 members and 50% for any member above
those. In Lillehammer 2005 this de facto arrangement (which had never
been decided by the Conference) was abolished. They then asked for a
corporate fee and a smaller individual levy. Or, alternatively, that ISGF set
a ceiling: no Member should pay more than 20% of the total.
- Clarity on ISGF accounts. In connection with the level of fees, they
repeatedly asked to know how the money is spent. “Make an annual
budget according to the income available, spending the money on agreed
priorities and goals. Circulate an annual account”.
- Lack of information on ISGF activities. TG has complained about not
receiving enough information about the activities of the ISGF, and in
particular of the ISGF WCom. They requested circulation of the WCom
minutes.
- Voting rights. They complained about having 2 votes at the WConf, while
they are the biggest member. They said that since two UK Members have
been admitted to the ISGF, both should be given 4 votes. (There are
historical reasons for the “2 for the UKTG, 2 for UK ASA” solution which
was adopted in 2002, enshrined in the ISGF Constitution and accepted by
the TG then. Their suggestion of 4 votes each would surely be
unacceptable for most ISGF Members, as it would amount to 8 votes for
the UK and could incite artificial splits within Members to obtain more
votes).
- Criticism of ISGF structures. “The ISGF set-up has too many officials at
too many levels. The expenses and committees involved at each level are
a waste of time and money”. They wanted Regional Committees to
become sub-committees of the World Committee. They wanted Regional
Chairmen in the WCom. We replied we have a very small WB under a
WCom, so we only have one level. As to the number, the WCom has been
going down from 12 to 8. Regional Chairmen in the WCom would increase
the number again, and would not be practicable unless all Regions
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become structured. Regional Committees as WCom sub-committees
would risk increasing the number of levels.
- At the Vienna Conference 2008 the UKTG had a proposal on the fees,
which they accepted to withdraw against the following sentences in the
speech by the new WCom Chair: “We will give consideration to the larger
organisations who at the moment pay a high percentage of the total fees
so that a more equitable way of levying fees can be found. We will also
give consideration to identifying a portion of fees collected by the ISGF to
ensure the development of youth associations through WAGGGS and
WOSM”. Three other proposals – circulation of WCom minutes,
developing links with WOSM and WAGGGS, seeking helps from NSGFs submitted by the UK TG were accepted by the Conference. Soon
afterwards, however, the TG served notice that it would pay the fees for
the first year of the triennium, while for the following two years the payment
of fees would depend on “major changes in how the fees are used and in
the ways of work of the ISGF”. In June 2010, because of the very late
arrival of WCom minutes and the lack of an annual account, they decided
to withhold one third of the fees due to ISGF for 2010. In November 2010 –
shortly after a meeting in London in September with two members of the
WCom - they announced they were withholding two thirds of the 2011
fees. Finally in January they notified the WCom that, having not received
replies from the WCom to their letters, as from 31st December 2011 TG UK
would be withdrawing its membership from the ISGF.
The ISGF World Committee discussed this situation at length at its meeting of
March 2011. The result was a paper that tried to address all the UK TG
complaints:
- concerning fees, we accepted the principle of the ceiling, at 20 to 22%;
- we confirmed the commitment to circulate annually the WCom minutes
and a statement of accounts to all NSGFs;
- we informed of the setting up of the ISGF Info covering all ISGF activities
(including twinning) and appearing on the website 6 times a year;
- we informed of the projects carried out with WAGGGS and WOSM, the
way they are selected and accounted for;
- we informed of our action to seek practical help and sponsorship of
NSGFs in the following fields: translation (a team in each country); website
(webmasters and web-designers); building a photo archive; sharing
knowledge about marketing; younger adults (best practices); lifelong
learning; items for sale (share knowledge): albeit with limited results
overall;
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- we attached our proposal for more transparent and stringent guidelines for
the ID Fund;
- we informed of measures going in the direction of reducing costs and red
tape (documents sent by e-mail and no longer printed; proposal to
eliminate the ISGF Steering Committee);
- finally, concerning voting rights at World Conferences, although the
constitutional situation is well-known, we said we would promote greater
co-ordination between the two British Members, so as to give the UK TG a
greater say over the four British votes.
We declared our readiness to send a WCom delegation to London to discuss
these points. The reply was that the January decision to withdraw was
definitive and non negotiable. The UK TG did invite our Vice Chair Anne to
their Annual Meeting on 11 June 2011, but on that occasion there was only a
discussion concerning the possible affiliation to UK ASA of individual UK TG
members who wanted to continue with ISGF.
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Annex 2
The resignation of the Dutch National Scout and Guide Fellowship
On 18 April 2011 the Board of Scouting Nederland (SN) decided to terminate
membership of the ISGF of its Plusscouts section. This decision has been
confirmed by the SN annual meeting on 18 June 2011.
Background of this decision
In 1953 the existing adult associations in the Netherlands, formerly attached
to the Scout/Guide Associations, became independent under the name of
“Broederschap van Oud-Padvinders en Oud-Padvindsters” and joined the
newly-born world organisation (then IFOFSAG). In 1973 the four different
National Scout and Guide Associations merged into one organization called
Scouting Nederland (SN): the NSGF changed its name to “Vereeniging
Vrienden van Scouting” (VVS) but decided to remain independent. In 1998
the VVS started negotiations with SN and on 1 January 2004, as both
organisations were losing members, decided to merge with SN becoming one
of its Sections. At that time the VVS had 512 members.
The Section, called Plusscouts (PS), would be formed by all persons over 23
years and belonging to SN, while adults with a leadership role would be
members of WAGGGS/WOSM. This brought a sharp increase in the Dutch
membership. On 1 January 2005 the total of PS was 1072 of which 250
original VVS members (the rest had refused to merge).
However, although the PS had some functioning local Guilds (mostly deriving
from the old NSGF), it was never a real NSGF, and did not have the usual
activities of a national adult organisation (national meetings, conferences,
various events). The part of SN’s constitution about the PS was submitted to
the World Bureau for approval by the World Committee, but as SN kept
changing their structure, it was never approved.
The divergence with the normal structure of an NSGF increased when, at the
Vienna Conference of 2008, the condition of autonomy was included for
Sections of Scout/Guide organisations, and that of a democratic structure for
all NSGFs. The PS structure was neither autonomous nor democratic: the
Section was governed by a small team entirely appointed by the SN
leadership, and did not have any other bodies or a budget of its own. SN
again changed their structure in 2010 when the age limit was lowered to 21.
On 1 January 2011 there were 4613 PS, but most of them were not even
aware to be members of the ISGF. There are no communication channels
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anymore, such as a website or a newsletter, and members without an Internet
connection do not receive anything except a quarterly Scouting magazine by
snail mail.
The World Committee had some occasional contacts with the PS with a view
to trying to make it evolve towards a more acceptable structure.
Instead, and without any reference to these contacts, SN, for reasons of its
own (perhaps to bring all the Sections under a closer control of the national
leadership), decided to dissolve the national team of the PS which ceased
functioning on 31 May 2011. The term PS would still be used, but the Dutch
adults would no longer have any national structure of their own.
Recent developments
Since, nevertheless, SN expressed the desire to keep its ISGF membership,
we had several contacts with them. SN made a number of proposals. First
they proposed that the World Committee exempted the PS Section from the
conditions of autonomy and democratic structure: then they proposed to
delete these conditions in the ISGF Constitution. We replied that it was not
within the World Committee purview to grant exemptions of this kind: we
could make a proposal to the World Conference, but were unwilling to do so
for fear of establishing a negative precedent. Furthermore we remarked that
neither the de facto exemption, nor a constitutional amendment would solve
the problem, since the PS could no longer be considered a Section in any
sense of the word.
An alternative proposal by SN was that the whole of SN, and not only it adult
members, be accepted by the ISGF as a Member (although SN would pay
the ISGF fees only on account of the PS members). This proposal is reflected
in some amendments submitted to the Conference. In the opinion of the
World Committee this proposal would not be acceptable either: the inclusion
of everyone, from the Cubs to the Leaders and the adults, would not make
any sense; the National President and International Secretary would be the
Chairman and an International Commissioner WAGGGS/WOSM of SN – that
is, persons not especially interested in the ISGF – and any real co-operation
between this peculiar Member and the ISGF bodies would be well-nigh
impossible. Ultimately the very ISGF identity would be at stake.
On our side we proposed, and continue to propose, that a solution be found
to allow a national adult organisation to be formed either within SN (not
necessarily by all PS, but only by those who wanted to adhere to an “ISGF
option”), or outside of it. For the first solution, we pointed out that as many as
18 of our NSGFs are Sections of their respective Scout or Guide
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Organisations, and that this created no problem either for the Organisations
themselves or for the ISGF, provided of course the conditions of our
Constitutions were observed. In the second case SN would authorise the
formation in the Netherlands of an independent national adult association,
which would of course closely co-operate with the National Scout and Guide
Organisation, as is the case in all countries, and indeed a constitutional
obligation for all NSGFs.
Meanwhile the World Committee had to take note of the fact that the PS no
longer existed as a NSGF and, on the basis of art. 6.1 of the ISGF
Constitution, decided to “provisionally suspend” them. It was a hard decision
for the World Committee to take, but we felt that the ISGF Constitution, in a
way, obliged us to take it. In our view having an NSGF is an essential
membership condition for any country. This decision had been discussed
already at our March 2011 meeting, but we did not want to take it then, as we
wanted SN to be able to submit their proposals to the Conference, which they
could not do as a suspended NSGF. We made clear to them that our decision
did not mean the PS/SN were expelled from the ISGF (it would be up to the
Conference to decide the appropriate course of action) and that it implied no
change in our attitude of dialogue with them. As a provisionally suspended
NSGF the PS/SN would still be able to participate in the Conference and take
the floor: indeed, it would be necessary for the Conference to hear them, in
order to take an informed decision. Therefore we definitely urged them to
participate.
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Annex 3
ISGF presence in Canada
In 1977 the Canadian Fellowship of B-P Guilds (BPG) was formed, being
recognised as the Member of the ISGF (then IFOFSAG) for Canada. The
great majority of its members originally were former members of Scouts
Canada; later on the membership became more diversified, as many former
members of Girl Guides Canada, as well as individuals not having been
Scouts or Guides but adhering to the Scout/Guide values, joined the BPG. Its
current membership is about 800.
In later years, local fellowships were formed outside the BPG in the
predominantly French-speaking province of Quebec. Eventually they formed
the Amicale Canadienne Francophone (ACF). Although only a few of its
members are registered as Central Branch (CB) members, the ACF is said to
number 250-300 members.
At about the same time, fellowships were formed, again outside the BPG, by
a number of former members of Girl Guides Canada, sometimes being
already members of the Trefoil Guild of Canada. They formed the Canadian
Agnes Baden-Powell Trefoil Guild Fellowship (ABPF). They currently register
153 members with the CB.
At its meeting on 30 October 2004 the ISGF World Committee decided to
accept the members of both the ACF and the ABPF as members of the CB.
As this was an exception to the rules, the World Committee also decided that
this status was temporary and would be reviewed in 2007. (In fact, it was only
reviewed in 2009).
Furthermore, at some point after that the ACF was authorised to register only
a few people at national level. As a result, only 9 of the ACF members are
currently registered with the CB.
Contacts have taken place between the ACF and the Canadian Fellowship of
B-P Guilds (BPG), but they have resulted in no agreement, the ACF insisting
on a federation and the BPG refusing that and offering them to join the BPG
as individual Guilds. Also, the BPG stated that it works only in English and
intended to continue to do so.
The WCom actions and proposals were guided by the existing rules:
- only one NSGF per country can be recognised; the only exception is
when two NSGFs are formed, one based on former members of a
WAGGGS organisation and the other on former members of a WOSM
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organisation (art. 5.7 of the Constitution); this exception could not be
invoked to solve the Canadian problem.
- CB membership for nationals of a country which has a NSGF is not
permitted under Bye-Law 4, paragraphs 1 and 5; so the present
situation not only of the ACF, but also of ABPF, cannot continue.
- every individual member has to register and pay the per capita fee; no
organisation can be allowed to register only part of its members.
These rules have a clear rationale and, in the WCom opinion, should not be
changed.
The proposal of the WCom, based on art. 5.5 of the ISGF Constitution, is that
the three Canadian parties (the BPG, the ACF and ABPF) accept to have a
“similar link” among them. Neither a merger nor a federation, but a looser
“link”, along the following lines:
1. The three components recognise that they have a different audience and a
different background.
2. They will continue to live an independent life under their own constitution
(which will be approved, according to the ISGF Constitution, by the ISGF
World Committee).
3. They recognise that between the three of them they represent the
Canadian NSGF, and will be recognised as such by the ISGF World
Conference.
4. For the purposes of their relationship with the ISGF, they will appoint a
National President and an International Secretary, by consensus among
the three of them.
5. They will consult as necessary on relevant questions, and in particular on
the agenda of World Conferences.
6. In case of a split vote at ISGF World Conferences, this will be done on the
basis of the membership ratio among the parties resulting from the latest
census, except if the three components should decide otherwise by
consensus.
This proposal was accepted by the ACF and ABPF, but rejected by the
NSGF, which only declared it was ready to welcome members or individual
guilds of the other two societies.
The WCom believes this question should remain under active consideration.
At the same time we should keep an open mind and remain ready to examine
also any other proposal that may be acceptable to everyone concerned, is in
compliance with the ISGF Constitution and will have the effect of enlarging
our brotherhood/sisterhood.
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Annex 4
WOSM-ISGF Joint Statement
1. Mission and nature of the two organizations
WOSM and ISGF are two separate organizations based on distinctive if
related purposes. Their respective missions are as follows:
The World Organization of the Scout Movement (WOSM) is an independent,
non-political, non-governmental organization whose purpose is to foster the
Scout Movement throughout the world by promoting unity and understanding
of its purpose and principles, facilitating its expansion and development and
maintaining its specific character. The Scout Movement is a voluntary nonpolitical educational movement for young people whose purpose is to
contribute to the development of young people in achieving their full physical,
intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual potentials as individuals, as
responsible citizens and as members of their local, national and international
communities, in accordance with the purpose, principles and method
conceived by the Founder. Adults are an intrinsic component of WOSM
insofar as they provide direct or indirect support to young people in NSOs,
according to and making use of the Scout method.
The International Scout and Guide Fellowship (ISGF) is a world organization
for adults in support of WOSM and WAGGGS, based on the Scout/Guide
ideals and principles as expressed in the Promise and Law, and open to
former members of the Member Organizations of WAGGGS and WOSM and
to adults who did not get the opportunity to be Scouts/Guides at an early
stage or to be active Scout/Guide leaders. Its aims are to assist its members
in using the values learned in the youth movements in a perspective of active
support to WOSM and WAGGGS, of service within their communities and of
continuous personal development. It is possible for adults who currently have
a role in their own NSO/MO supporting youth members to also choose to
belong to ISGF as an additional and voluntary association, provided they
understand that their ISGF membership is of a totally different nature to that
of being an active Scout/Guide leader.
2. Shared ideals
The two organizations agree that their shared ideals provide the best
foundation for their co-operation.
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3. World Adults in Scouting Policy
ISGF recognises that one of WOSM’s essential priorities is the World Adults
in Scouting Policy as a systematic programme of adult resource management
to improve the effectiveness, commitment and motivation of the Scout
leadership. ISGF views the role of its own adults as distinct from the role of
adults within WOSM.
4. Status with international organizations
Before seeking a particular status with any third party, in particular with
international organizations, whether intergovernmental or nongovernmental,
ISGF shall consult with WOSM and shall not proceed without WOSM’s
consent.
5. Presentation and public relations policy
In its own presentation and public relations policy, ISGF will strive to avoid
adopting terminologies, action plans or carrying out activities which would be
contrary to, or compete or bring confusion of roles, responsibilities and
competence with the terminologies, action plans or activities of WOSM’s own
bodies.
6. Relationship with non-recognized organizations
ISGF, in conformity with the principle of active support to WOSM, shall
endeavour, both at international and national levels, to restrict its cooperation
to Scout organizations (NSOs) recognised by WOSM and avoid any formal
relations with non-recognised “Scout” organizations.
7. Relationship with national Member Organizations
WOSM and ISGF undertake to deal with issues that arise at national level in
accordance with the principles outlined in this statement.
8. Structures for liaison and co-operation
WOSM and ISGF believe that some of the provisions contained in the ISGF
Constitution are important to ensure a smooth co-operation between the two
organizations, especially as concerns points 3, 4, 5 and 6 above. Reference
is made, in particular, to the presence of an ISGF World Committee voting
member appointed by the World Scout Committee, and the need for ISGF
Member Organizations (known as NSGFs) to enjoy the recognition of their
respective NSOs, not only at the time of their founding but as a permanent
feature. Equally important is the decision by the World Scout Committee to
appoint one of its members to liaise with ISGF.
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9. Mutual invitations
WOSM and ISGF shall continue to exchange invitations to their World and
Regional Conferences, thereby providing another channel to enhance mutual
understanding and co-operation.
10. Support by ISGF to WOSM and NSOs
WOSM acknowledges the support given by ISGF both at world level through
its International Development Fund and at national level through various
initiatives carried out by the NSGFs in co-operation with their respective
NSOs.

Signed and dated:

Simon Hang-Bock Rhee
Chairman, World Scout Committee

Brett D. Grant
Chairman, ISGF World Committee
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